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User Preference for Smart Glass Interaction

Florian Bemmann

Abstract—Smart glasses are wearable devices providing the user always with information, using augmented reality techniques. In contrast to other devices such as smartphones they can be used without holding the screen to use, so that it would be convenient to use smart glasses in nearly every situation. Especially for on-the-go and walking situations, where smartphones are typically used, they offer unique possibilities. Here comes the importance of this paper’s aim to explore the user preference for smart glasses. In the paper, a survey is conducted with multiple available smart glasses devices. Improving current devices is still required and ongoing, so currently impossible interaction concepts could become integrated in next versions. If they turn out to be a great user experience, I will evaluate which concepts might be preferred by users requiring (local) acceptance and performance. In the paper’s second part, I will evaluate which gesture-based concept preferences are the ones suitable to be implemented. Therefore, my paper is based on existing studies examining acceptance and performance of interaction concepts on head-worn displays, such as smart glasses and augmented reality devices.

Index Terms—Smart glasses, Head worn displays, HMD, interaction, input techniques, body interaction, mobile interfaces, Wearable, Augmented Reality

1 INTRODUCTION

After smartphones have revolutionized most people’s everyday life within the last 10 years, the fast developing market of mobile computing devices offers more and more devices like tablets and smart watches are similar to smartphones in the everyday. Smart glasses are a completely different concept. They integrate the latter’s benefit, what could offer some new use cases. To gain the last benefit, other interaction concepts are required. In this paper, I present some possible interaction concepts for smart glasses and evaluate how they are preferred among users. Promoting the best user experience, I will focus on gesture based concepts.

2 CLASSIFICATION OF INTERACTION CONCEPTS FOR SMART GLASSES

There exist several alternatives for enacting the possible interaction concepts. One is distinguishing the concepts into: free form and offers. Another is defining as using a gesture or a touch. The former is defined as not requiring any extra device other than the smart glasses to be performed and detected. Out of this group can further be selected a group of gesture based concepts, which will focus on the second part of this paper. The free form, considering all possible interaction concepts for smart glasses, I will divide concepts into the groups touch, non-touch and touchscreen [3].

• touch: tapping and gesturing on body surfaces or wearable devices, providing tactile feedback. In the following are mentioned the lower arm, face, hands, wearable devices, the smart glasses itself and at least other body parts.

• non-touch: other movements or gestures. These gestures performed with hands, also voice recognition, eye-tracking, touch detection

3 INTERACTION CONCEPTS’ PREFERENCE AMONG USERS

This section I based on a non-directional study [5], where users were shown a video of a game task and they were asked to perform a input actions of their choice to cause that effect. Based on the percentages of which actions the user had chosen and a rating and interview afterward, I determined which interaction concepts are the most preferred in each group.

5.1 Touch Inputs

The concept of a gesture is using a finger to perform a gesture on the surface chosen by 50% of the participant studies [5]. The next step was to choose back touch to the same input actions on both alternatives. Here, on-body actions are: finger, leg, handback and frontpalm. According the user had a greater preference for this input (49%) than a gesture (28%). Afterwards, I would presumably recommend hand-to-face input. I evaluated the touch of preference and low intrusiveness [5]. Touching on the smart glass itself reached a 29% portion in the study of Tung et al., even though it is one of the two primary input methods of Google Glass. As mentioned for hand-to-face input, I would only be troubling on the HMD a bit better as well. Especially its social acceptance is good (better than on face) [5] which is a set of consequences of ubiquitous, but high cost issues and meaning of face gestures in other ethnic groups [1]. On the other hand the performance on-device is lower than on face, due to its small tracking area [1]. A common wearable, the smart watch, was preferred by only 7% [5]. Interestingly 12% preferred a ring [5], a rather uncommon wearable. Another interesting concept is a digital bill, permitting a good performance. Its quick and easy handling, but not as by the users. The social acceptance on the body, depending on the interaction method. For short interaction ones did not feel very acceptable, using all arms around the bill. When performing longer tasks, bill hand was the most preferred, perceived as less intrusive [5]. Although this doesn’t offer user preference comparing the bills with the other concepts, the bills is a promising one.

5.2 Non-touch Inputs

In-air gestures are the by far most preferred touch input methods. 99% of the non-touch actions were chosen in the study [5]. In-air gesture concepts, I will focus on in next section. The methods are tracking, sensor detection and voice command and low power gestures [5]. Even though voice command is one of the two Google Glass primary input methods, it only reached 9% of the answers [5]. Anyway, I would regard voice command as an input method because its very intuitive. Its low score’s reason might be a low social acceptance in public contexts, where the study was conducted. Overall non-touch interactions was rated a little bit better than touch concepts [5].

5.3 Inputs using handheld devices

Handheld devices should only be a compromise solution. Their preference score was the lowest compared to the groups touch and non-touch.
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